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Phone sex operator training manual

© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate Photo: the_burtons/Getty Images COVID-19 was bad for sex. Stress and mortal fear are rarely well suited to libido, and most single people are eclipsed at home. The pair's cohabitation of navigating the romantic landscape is devoid of go-to aphrodisiacs (lunches, time apart, novelty,
childcare), and some are buckled under strain. Early predictions that this pandemic will push the baby boom now seem out of place. In the absence of schools, camps, bars, jobs and certainty, children's lives largely come out. Masturbation, however, is in. Sales of sex toys have skyrocketed, and tips on the pleasantness of themselves
thrive in unexpected places. (NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH: You are your safest sex partner.) Phone sex, in particular, enjoys a renaissance, and advice on long-distance erotica spreads at a heated rate (Women's Health: When In Doubt, Moaning). In a market for virtual sex that is thrown by free porn, phone cameras and
Tinder, professional phone sex is sometimes dismissed as a video camera in the streaming era, but demand for paid calls is also growing. NiteFlirt, a leading platform for the phone sex, will drop out about 10 percent more calls than usual. Perhaps we should change our slogan to Attachment without the risk of infection, said Erin Martinez,
a company spokeswoman. But while demand is ticking up, supply is booming: the number of women joining the site as phone-sex operators has risen nearly 50 percent since mid-March. Since work requires little more than some free time and an internet connection, talking dirty on the phone has long been a practical option for people
stuck at home. (Many NiteFlirt operators are rural, agonophobe or disabled, Martinez said.) Now that many more people are both unemployed and housewives, the ranks of phone sex operators are swelling. Sidney Green, a 30-year-old phone sex operator with thalonic nails and cat-eye sunglasses, hopes to gain capital for a sudden
deluge of hopes for a sex phone. (Her fans know her from her striking, butt-forward Instagram account, @cgballsdeep.) As someone who has pulled in more than $150,000 a year serving fancy subscribers (mostly through NiteFlirt), she has plenty of advice to sell through her new company MobileMoney365. People think all you need is a
nice voice and a good moan, but that's why turnover speeds are so high,' Greene said. Given the number and high level of churn operators, phone sex companies don't invest in training, which means most women (and operators are mostly women; callers are mostly men) are learning at work. While NiteFlirt has tens of thousands of active
accounts, few do $10,000 a year. If you don't know the art of keeping a person on the phone, you're going to get looped in all the time, Greene said. Green's understanding is hard earned. When she received start nine years ago, being a theatre student at Southern University and A&amp;A. M College, a historically Black University in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, she was happy to make $90 a week. I thought I could just huff and plump, and the money would roll, she said. She used the wrong voice, worked for the wrong companies (some take bigger cuts), and failed to pick up on fetish clues men regularly dropped (because this Intel is now for sale, she was a mom on the
details). There's no mistake in the book that I didn't make,' Greene said. Most phone sex calls are about eight minutes long. Green claims to have been hovering for about two hours. It's a form of therapy, she said over WhatsApp from her beautiful, beautiful Airbnb at a marina in Cape Town, South Africa. (Her job allows her to travel most
of the year. no matter what time-zone you're in, she said, everyone wants to get their stones off.) These days, her clients - who tend to marry, white, middle-aged professionals - often want to talk either about their families or coronavirus. People who are stuck with their wives are doing everything they can to talk to us, Greene said. She
used to think she was selling sex, but really the job is to allow escapist fantasy. Phone sex is all about using your imagination, she said. In a strip club, I see you're fat, but on the phone you might have a six-pack. Guys also like to play a character. Green will help aspiring operators set up profiles, intuitive fetishes and diagnose subscriber
types (five of them, apparently). It also offers phone sex tutorials, including one that teaches women how to sound white. With the illustration, she shed her deep, southern lilt (she grew up in Monroe, Louisiana) and rolled down into a higher pitch, upspeaking Valley patois. When I portray white women, I do better, said Green, who is Black.
I'm following the money. Business for the Greens has never been so good. They say you can lean back for a degree and I'm sure you can, Greene said. But my degree is phone sex. That will never let me down. I will always have a cell phone and I will always have someone who will pay me to talk on it. And I love the crown because it put
a lot of money in people's pockets, especially mine. Good voice and good moaning moaning
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